
 

The year is 2089 and the NASA space station drifted in to space and they end up in another solar system 
and it looked like there was life on one of the planets, so they named it area 51. The planet had green and 
blue they think there is life on it because they see water on the planet. They take the remaining fuel to get 
to the planet, but they still have power to radio for someone to save them faster if they find life on the 
planet know as area 51. 50 hours later they get to the planet so now they get out of there space shuttle and 
they see a liquid substance on the ground, so they get the sample containers from the space shuttle to 
examine the substance. They realize that is related to human blood. Then all 4 of them hear something 
outside so they look outside, and they see 15 small aliens! They get back inside and the NASAs new 
space ship get there so the military that is on the NASA space ship but they do not have weapons they 
have only stun guns so they can bring them back to earth. They come back to earth and they are in 
California. The aliens wake up and break out of the ware house that they were in. As soon as they get out, 
they go for the golden gate bridge and there where almost 1000 people on the bridge and 545 of them die 
when the bridge is breaking in half. Then the aliens go for San Francisco and kill 2067 people there. Then 
they attack a lot more states and city's everywhere in the world.  More than 100 hours later the military 
form everywhere attacks with weapons because they already have the stuff, they need from the aliens. So, 
all the military's come up with a plan to stop all the aliens from taking over the world and creating their 
world on earth. The plan is half of them are going to surround them to distract the aliens and the other half 
will be in the in the air and water to kill them. Then the next 10 hours they go to Russia to kill all 15 of 
the aliens. But 7 of them go to the Pacific Ocean but no one knows they think the already died when the 
first attack of all the armies happened. Then all the army’s kill the rest of the aliens they think they won 
the war of the aliens. More than 15 years later the alien's blood they discovered was so much that they 
improved their armies. the last 7 aliens come back stronger than ever, so they start the attack on 
Greenland then they conquered it then they go for Iceland then they destroy it as well the army of Iceland 
let the U.S.A army and Canada as well know that the aliens are back and trying to take over the world. 
The army’s come to gather again to try to beat them again and they get defeated on earth, so they go to 
mars because the atmosphere is kind of like earths so they can at least breathe The aliens follow them to 
mars but little did the aliens know the U.S.A hade a big defense there so the beat the aliens once and for 
all and humanity can regrow and rebuild on earth and mars. 
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